Abstract. The Sugiyama framework is the most commonly used concept for visualizing directed graphs. It draws them in a hierarchical way and operates in four phases: cycle removal, leveling, crossing reduction, and coordinate assignment. However, there are situations where cycles must be displayed as such, e. g., distinguished cycles in the biosciences and processes that repeat in a daily or weekly turn. This forbids the removal of cycles. In their seminal paper Sugiyama et al. also introduced recurrent hierarchies as a concept to draw graphs with cycles. However, this concept has not received much attention since then. In this paper we investigate the leveling problem for cyclic graphs. We show that minimizing the sum of the length of all edges is N P-hard for a given number of levels and present three different heuristics for the leveling problem. This sharply contrasts the situation in the hierarchical style of drawing directed graphs, where this problem is solvable in polynomial time.
Introduction
The Sugiyama framework [8] is among the most intensively investigated algorithms in graph drawing. It is the standard technique to draw directed graphs, and displays them in an hierarchical manner. This is well-suited particularly for directed acyclic graphs, which are drawn top-down (or left to right) and level by level. These drawings reflect the underlying graph as a partial order. Typical applications are schedules, UML diagrams and flow charts.
In the general case, the Sugiyama framework first destroys cycles. In the decycling phase it removes or redirects some edges until the resulting graph is acyclic. However, there are many situations, where this procedure is inacceptable. For example, there are well-known cycles in the biosciences, and it is a common standard there to display these cycles as such. These cycles often serve as a landmark [7] . Another application for cycles are repeating processes, such as daily, weekly or monthly schedules with almost the same tasks. Here again it is important that these cycles are clearly visible in a "nice" drawing.
In their original paper from 1981 [8] , Sugiyama et al. have proposed a solution for both the hierarchical and the cyclic style. The latter is called recurrent hierarchy. A recurrent hierarchy is a level graph with additional edges from the last to the first level. Here, two drawings are natural: The first is a 2D drawing, where the levels are rays from a common center, and are sorted counterclockwise by their number, see Fig. 1 (a). All nodes of one level are placed at different positions on their ray and an edge e = (u, v) is drawn as a monotone counterclockwise curve from u to v wrapping around the center at most once. The second is a 3D drawing on a cylinder, see Fig. 1(c) . A combination of the two drawing methods would be the best of both worlds: An interactive 2D view which shows horizontal levels. This view can be scrolled upwards and downwards infinitely and always shows a different part of the cylinder, e. g., the front view of Fig. 1(c) .
Recurrent hierarchies are known to most graph drawers -but unnoticed. A planar recurrent hierarchy is shown on the cover of the book by Kaufmann and Wagner [6] . There it is stated that recurrent hierarchies are "unfortunately [. . . ] still not well studied". The reason is that they are much harder. Intuitively, there is no start and no end, there are no top and bottom levels. Formally, we pinpoint a problem which is tractable in the hierarchical style and is intractable in the cyclic style. In cyclic drawings edges are irreversible and cycles are represented in a direct way. Thus, the cycle removal phase disappears from the common Sugiyama framework. This saves much effort, since the underlying problem is the N Phard feedback arc set problem [5] . Another advantage are short edges. The sum of the edge length can be smaller than in the hierarchical case: Consider a cycle consisting of three nodes. The only way to draw this graph in the Sugiyama framework is to reverse one edge which will then span two levels. Therefore, the sum of the edge length will be four. In the cyclic case this graph can be drawn on three levels s. t. each edge has span one. Moreover, the cyclic style reduces the number of crossings in general. See Fig. 1 (a) and (b) as an example. At the threshold with no crossings [2] , there are cyclic level planar graphs which are not level planar. Here, consider Fig. 1 with the solid edges only. Note that any Sugiyama drawing is a cyclic Sugiyama drawing which discards the option to draw edges between the last and first level. Therefore, all benefits of such drawings exist in the cyclic case as well. However, the sum of the edge length and the number of crossings will often be smaller.
In this paper we consider the leveling phase for the cyclic Sugiyama framework. In the hierarchical version this phase is generally solved by topological sorting, or more advanced, by the Coffman-Graham algorithm [3, 6] . As our main result we show that minimizing the sum of the length of all edges is N Phard for a given number of levels. This sharply contrasts the hierarchical case. Then we introduce three heuristics for the cyclic leveling problem, and evaluate them experimentally within the Gravisto system [1] .
Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. For a given k ∈ N we call φ : V → {1, 2, . . . , k} a level assignment and
For an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E we define span(e) = span(u, v) and span(G) = e∈E span(e). For a set of edges E ⊆ E we define span(E ) = e∈E span(e). next(l) = (l mod k) + 1 denotes the level after l. For a node v ∈ V and a subset
Complexity of Cyclic Leveling
In this section we consider different leveling problems and compare their complexity in the hierarchical and the cyclic style. The graphs G = (V, E) are directed in both cases and are acyclic in the hierarchical case.
Definition 1 (Height and Width). Let G be a directed graph which is drawn s. t. the edges connect vertices on different levels and are uni-directed from the start level to a successive level. Let the height be the number of levels and let the width be the maximal number of nodes on a level.
We can now state our leveling problems, both for the common hierarchical style and for the cyclic style of recurrent hierarchies. Problem 1. Let k ∈ N. Does there exist a leveling of G with height at most k? Problem 2. Let ω ∈ N. Does there exist a leveling of G with width at most ω? Problem 3. Let k, ω ∈ N. Does there exist a leveling of G with height at most k and width at most ω?
In the hierarchical case problems 1 and 2 are easy: The former can be solved in linear time by the longest path search algorithm [6] , whereas, the latter is trivial as each graph has a leveling with width 1 by placing each node on its own level according to a topological sorting of G. Problem 3 is N P-hard as this corresponds to precedence constrained scheduling [5] .
In the cyclic case all these problems are easy. Note that an edge e = (u, v) does not impose any constraint on the leveling of the nodes u and v. u can have a smaller level, a larger level, and even the same level as v. Therefore, the answer to Problems 1 and 2 is yes (if k, ω > 0). For Problem 3 there is a cyclic leveling if |V | ≤ k · ω by arbitrarily placing vertices in a k × ω grid. In the hierarchical case minimizing the span can be formulated as an ILP:
This ILP can be solved in polynomial time, since the constraint matrix is totally unimodular [6] . Therefore, Problem 4 has a polynomial time complexity in the hierarchical case as well. In the cyclic case the span can no longer be formulated by a system of linear equations, as a case differentiation or the modulo operation is needed.
As a degenerated case we may place all nodes on a single level. Then all edges have span 1 which is obviously minimal. Therefore, we sharpen Problem 4:
Problem 5. Let l, k ∈ N. Does there exist a leveling of G with exactly k levels with span(G) ≤ l?
Problem 5 is simple for k = 1, as such a leveling exists if l ≥ |E|. For k > 1 we now show that the problem is N P-hard. We use two different reductions for k = 2 and k > 2. For k = 2 we use the N P-hard bipartite subgraph problem [5] :
Problem 6 (Bipartite subgraph). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph and k ∈ N. Does there exist a bipartite subgraph G of G with at least k edges? Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph and l ∈ N. Let G * = (V, E * ) be a directed version of G with an arbitrary direction for each edge. G contains a bipartite subgraph G with at least l edges if and only if there exists a leveling of G * on two levels with span(G * ) ≤ 2|E| − l.
Proof. "⇒": Let G = (V , E ) be a bipartite subgraph of G with at least l edges. Let V 1 .
∪ V 2 = V be the partition of the node set with all edges of E between V 1 and V 2 . We construct the following leveling for G * : For each node v ∈ V 1 we set φ(v) = 1, for each node v ∈ V 2 we set φ(v) = 2, and for all nodes v ∈ V \(V 1 ∪V 2 )
we set φ(v) = 1. Then each edge in E has span 1 and all other edges have span 1 or 2. Thus, span(G * ) ≤ |E | + 2(|E| − |E |) = 2|E| − |E | ≤ 2|E| − l. "⇐": Let φ be a leveling of G * with span(G * ) ≤ 2|E| − l. Let V 1 and V 2 be the nodes of V on level 1 and 2, respectively. Let E ⊆ E be the set of edges e s. t. one end node is in V 1 and the other is in V 2 . Then, G = (V, E ) is bipartite. All edges in E have span 1 in the leveling φ and all other edges have span 2. As span(G * ) ≤ 2|E| − l = 1 · l + 2(|E| − l), there are at least l edges with span 1. As these edges are in E , G is a bipartite subgraph of G with at least l edges.
For k > 2 we use graph k-colorability, which is N P-hard for a fixed k > 2 [5]:
Problem 7 (Graph k-colorability). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph and let k ∈ N. Does there exist a coloring c : V → {1, . . . , k}, s. t. c(u) = c(v) for every edge e = {u, v} ∈ E? Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph and let k ∈ N. Let G = (V, E ) with E containing the edges (u, v) and (v, u) for each edge {u, v} ∈ E. G is k-colorable if and only if G has a leveling on k levels with span(G ) ≤ k·|E|.
Proof. Let e = {u, v} ∈ E. Note that for each leveling φ of G and each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E the sum of the spans of (u, v) and
Let c be a coloring of G. Set φ = c. Then, for each edge with end nodes u and v in G (and G ) φ(u) = φ(v) holds. Thus, each pair of edges (u, v) and (v, u) in sum has span k and span(G ) = k · |E| holds.
"⇐": Let φ be a leveling of G with span(G ) ≤ k·|E|. Then, span(G ) = k·|E| and for each edge (u, v) ∈ E φ(u) = φ(v) holds. Thus, c = φ is a correct coloring. Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph and l, k ∈ N (k ≥ 2). The problem whether there exists a leveling of G on k levels with span(G) ≤ l is N P-complete.
Proof. Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 show that the problem is N P-hard for k = 2 and k > 2, respectively. The problem is obviously in N P.
Heuristics
As minimizing the span of a graph in a cyclic leveling with k levels is N Pcomplete, we have to use heuristics. Known approaches from the hierarchical case as the longest path method [6] or the Coffman-Graham algorithm [3] cannot be easily adapted to the cyclic case. They heavily rely on the fact that the graph is acyclic and start the leveling process at nodes with no incoming edges. As it is not guaranteed that such nodes exist in the cyclic case at all, we introduce three new heuristics. They are evaluated experimentally in Sect. 5.
The input to the algorithms are the number of levels k and the maximum number of nodes on a level ω. The output is the leveling φ : V → {1, . . . , k}. The parameter k is either given by the user or it is pre-computed, e. g., as the average length of simple cycles detected by a depth first search of the graph. Leveling with k and ω given N P-hard, precedence constrained scheduling
Minimizing k with ω given N P-hard for arbitrary ω > 2
Minimizing ω with k given N P-hard for k > 2 Set ω =
|V | k
Minimizing span(G) with k given P, by LP N P-hard for k > 1
Breadth First Search
The breadth first search (BFS) heuristic (Algorithm 1) is rather simple: We choose an arbitrary start node v, set φ(v) = 1 and perform a directed BFS from v. When we reach a node w for the first time using an edge (u, w), we set φ(w) = next(φ(u)) if this level does not contain ω nodes already. Otherwise, we move w to the first non-full level. Using this heuristic the tree edges will have a rather short span. But the back edges are not taken into account for the leveling at all. Thus, these edges can be arbitrarily long. 
Minimum Spanning Tree
This heuristic has similarities to the algorithm of Prim [4] , which computes the minimum spanning tree (MST) of a graph. We sequentially level the nodes by a greedy algorithm. Let V ⊂ V be the set of already leveled nodes. When we level a node v, all edges in E(v, V ) get a fixed span. Therefore, we set φ(v) s. t. span(E(v, V )) is minimized. Note that there are possibly more edges incident to v which are also incident to not yet leveled nodes. These edges will be considered when the second end node is leveled. We decide in which order to add the nodes by using a distance function δ(v). We discuss four options: 
Empirical Results
In this section we evaluate and compare the heuristics with each other and with an optimal leveling. The optimal leveling is computed by a branch and bound algorithm which can be used for graphs up to 18 nodes.
In Fig. 3 the running times of the algorithms are shown. Figure 4 compares the calculated spans of the heuristics with the optimal span. For a better pairwise comparison of the heuristics, Fig. 5 only shows their results.
For Fig. 3 and 5 the number of nodes |V | was increased by steps of 50 each time. For each size 10 graphs with |E| = 5|V | were created randomly. For Fig. 4 10 graphs for each size |V | and |E| = 2|V | were used. In all three diagrams k and ω were set to 2|V |, s. t. there were 2|V | possible node positions. Each heuristic was applied to each graph min(|V |, 30) times using different start nodes resp. initial levelings and choosing the average. The benchmarks show the practical performance of the algorithms. All tests were run on a 2.8 GHz Celeron PC under the Java 6.0 platform from Sun Microsystems, Inc. within the Gravisto framework [1] . As expected the force based heuristics with MST initialization computes the best leveling and the results are close to the optimum. All MST variants do not differ very much, but MST_MIN_AVG seems to be the best. The results can be improved by applying the heuristics i times to the same graph with i different start nodes or different initial levelings, respectively, and choosing the best result. However, the price is an i times higher running time.
Summary and Open Problems
The leveling problem has turned out to be essentially different in the hierarchical and cyclic style. We have shown different optimization goals for the cyclic leveling compared to the goals of the hierarchic leveling. For the reasonable minimization of the sum of the edge lengths we have shown the N P-hardness and presented three practical heuristics for the problem.
Open problems are the approximation ratios of our heuristics, other quality measures for cyclic drawings, the best number of levels, and the completion of the cyclic style to a cyclic Sugiyama framework.
